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How did we get here? 

• September 2008 sub prime crisis led to Lehman’s failure and global (North 
American) financial crisis 

• Initial financial crisis spilled over into a “real” crisis – recession around the 
world 

• Knock-on effects are still felt in the global  financial system 

• While South Africa did not have a financial crisis, we nevertheless felt the 
economic effects 

– Loss of jobs 

– Fall in global demand 
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G-20 leaders pulled together to improve 

global system of financial regulation 

• The objectives were to: 

– End the era of ‘light-touch’ financial regulation  

– Replace the system with a more intrusive approach focussed on risks 

– Correct the fault lines that led to the global crisis and  

– Build safer, more resilient sources of finance to serve better the needs of 
the real economy. 

 

• The G20 has been guided by the Financial Stability Board (FSB), an international 
body  of national financial authorities and international standard setting 
bodies. 

– South Africa joined as a member 
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The G-20 reform process is still in progress 
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The process has four steps: 
 

1. The job of agreeing measures to fix the fault lines that caused the crisis is now 
substantially complete.  

2. The endorsement by Leaders (at the 2014 Brisbane Summit) of watershed proposals to 
strengthen regulation of systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs), aka Too-Big-
To-Fail (TBTF) in the banking sector in now required. The FSB will now build on these 
successes in order to create a financial system that fully supports the G20’s objective of 
strong, sustainable and balanced growth.  

3. The FSB will adjust focus towards addressing new and constantly evolving risks and 
vulnerabilities.  

4. The support of G20 Leaders is also required for the final (but ongoing) phase of the FSB’s 
work to promote a system based on mutual trust and co-operation.  



International assessments: The story so far… 

Since the financial crisis, G20 members have agreed a framework to assess their 
domestic financial systems: 
. 

– IMF Financial Sector Assessment Programmes (FSAP): Every 5 yrs 

– G20- Financial Stability Board Peer Reviews (FSB): In-between FSAPs 
. 
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SA G20 Peer Review (2013)- main findings 

1. Generally good financial system of regulation – many positives 

 

2. Key negatives: 

• Poor  interagency coordination and outdated regulatory structure. 

• Inadequate OTC Derivatives reforms. SA needs to create a framework for 

centrally clearing OTC derivatives where possible. 

 

• Endorsed Twin Peaks and Financial Markets Act reforms to address the negatives  

 



And from 2013 onward… 
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South Africa’s response and strategy was 

set out in 2011 

• In 2011 Budget Speech, the Minister of Finance proposed a comprehensive 
programme to reform the South African financial regulatory system 

 “A safer financial sector to serve South Africa better” 

 

• Approved by Cabinet in July 2011 – given effect through a substantial new 
legislation  

 

• Why? South Africa’s system of financial regulation is amongst the best in the 
world, but we should not be complacent 

– Globally, the approach financial regulation has changed completely 
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A safer financial sector to serve South Africa better – 
key principles 
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Cabinet approved regulatory principles to shape regulatory reform: 
 
P 1: Financial service providers must be appropriately licensed or regulated.  

No provider of a financial service should be allowed to operate outside the regulatory perimeter.  

P 4: Policy and legislation are set by government and the legislature, providing the operational framework for 
regulators. 

P 5a: Regulators must operate objectively with integrity and be operationally independent, but must also be 
accountable for their actions and performance.  

P 6: Regulations should be of universal applicability and comprehensive in scope in order to reduce regulatory 
arbitrage. 

P 7: The legislative framework should allow for a lead regulator for every financial institution that is regulated by a 
multiple set of financial regulators. All regulators involved must strive to coordinate their supervisory activities.  

P 8: Relevant ministers must ensure that the legislation they administer promotes coordination and reduces the scope 
for arbitrage.  

P 10: Special mechanisms are needed to deal with systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs). 

P 11: Market conduct oversight must be sufficiently strong to complement prudential regulation, particularly in the 
banking sector.  

P 15: All the above principles are reflected in international standards like Basel III and standards set by the 
International Association of Industry Supervisors (IAIS). 

 



Priorities focus in three areas 

 “A safer financial sector to serve South Africa better”  discusses our priorities 

 

Institutional architecture of regulation  Who regulates?   

Shift to twin peaks 

 

Strengthening our approach to prudential regulation  How do we regulate risk? 

New banking regulations (Basel 2.5 and Basel 3) 

New insurance rules (Solvency II) 

Financial Markets Act 

Credit Ratings Services Act 

Financial Services General Laws Amendment Act 

 

Strengthening our approach to market conduct  How do we regulate behaviour? 

Important that financial services firms must be held to a higher standard (people’s savings 
and livelihoods are at risk, as is the entire financial system) 

Consumer protection regime needs to be enhanced 
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Financial sector reform programme - Legislation 

• Since 2011, the Standing Committee has considered and recommended the 
following legislation: 

– Financial Markets Act (19 of 2012) 

– Credit Ratings Services Act (24 of 2012) 

– Banks Amendment Act (22 of 2013) 

– Financial Services Laws General Amendment Act (45 of 2013) 

 

• Forthcoming legislation 

– Financial Sector Regulation Bill (2015) 

– Banks Amendment Bill (2015) 

• Strengthens resolution powers to reduce costs to taxpayers 

– Financial Services Laws General Amendment Act (2015) 

– Insurance Laws Amendment Bill (2015) 
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Crucial role of South Africa’s financial sector 

• A financial system should works in the interests of financial customers and 
support balanced and sustainable economic growth  

 

• ALL households & companies should be able to transact, borrow, save, and 
manage their day-to-day risks efficiently and effectively 

 

• From a regulatory and supervisory perspective? 

– Regulators must be able to identify & manage risks emerging within the 
sector that could compromise on these customer & economic outcomes 

– Three main risk categories: Stability, Prudential, Conduct 

– May be tensions between financial sector policy objectives of: stability, 
protecting financial customers, financial market efficiency & integrity, 
inclusion  
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Why is the financial services industry different? 

• Customers of financial services need special, different protection: 

– An individual may use a financial product over a long period of time 

• Contributions to a pension plan  

• Savings in a bank account 

• Savings in a unit trust  

 (collective investment scheme) 

 

– Buyers of financial products are often at a  

disadvantage compared to the sellers, advisers and agents (“asymmetry of 
information”) 

 

– Buying a financial product is not like buying a toaster 
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Financial Sector Regulation Bill aims to protect 

customers in two ways 
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Need to ensure that the financial institution can meet its obligations, i.e. pay its 
depositors back, pay out insurance policies, etc. 

• Sustainable business model 

• Prudent investments 

• If it fails, its obligations to customers need to be passed on to another 
firm efficiently and with minimum disruption 

» “Prudential” regulation and supervision is concerned with the 
safety and soundness of an individual firm, and aims to ensure 
the financial firm is run prudently 

 

Need to ensure that the financial institution sells its products appropriately 
Discloses costs,  “fine print”, etc. 
 

“Market conduct regulation” is concerned with how the 
individual firm behaves with customers, other firms; i.e. how it 
conducts itself in the market 

 

1 
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The Financial Sector Regulation Bill is about 

who regulates – “regulator facing” 

• “Single regulator” 

– Germany 

– UK before its reforms 

 

• “Institutional” 

– Multiple regulators for every type of financial institution 

– E.g. in current South Africa approach we have + 15 regulators: 

• Banking Registrar (Reserve Bank) 

• Credit Regulator (NCR) 

• Multiple non-bank regulators (housed together at FSB) 

– Insurance registrar 

– Pensions registrar 

– Etc. 

• Financial Intelligence Centre, Excon, Council for Medical Schemes, etc. 
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In December 2013, Cabinet approved two peaks, as a 
way of simplifying our system 
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Prudential Authority 

 

• Enhanced oversight of micro-
prudential regulation for  banks, 
insurers, financial markets, special 
focus on conglomerates 

Market Conduct Authority 

• Regulatory laws that are complete, 
harmonised, integrated, proportionate 
- all financial services, incl, banking 
i.e. 2013 Banks Act amendment  

• Increased focus on outcomes, esp. fair 
“Treating customers fairly” and focus 
on contract terms & costs 

• Targeted interventions to market 
failures - retirement reform, Jali 
Commission recommendations, 
insurance protection, FAIS  

 Financial Services Tribunal and Enforcement 

• Regulators will have clear internal policies & procedures for enforcement, enhanced 
transparency & accountability, strong appeal mechanism 

Financial Stability 

• Inter-agency co-ordination of financial stability issues 



Twin Peaks an opportunity for better regulation 

• SA financial sector is well developed, complex, interconnected & concentrated; 
financial inclusion brings benefits & risks to vulnerable groups 

 

• Twin Peaks provides for:  

— Common system of regulation: build deep overarching market conduct, 
prudential & stability frameworks  

— Dedicated & strong market conduct authority  mitigates tensions between 
prudential/conduct regulation  

— New focus on financial groups 
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Twin Peaks as a comprehensive system 

• Twin Peaks as a “single system” presents a decisive shift away from a fragmented 
regulatory approach in order to reduce and eliminate the possibility of regulatory 
arbitrage or forum shopping.  

 

• It does not only deal with financial stability and the setting up the prudential and market 
conduct regulators, but focuses on the entire product and regulatory cycle, and a 
harmonised system of : 

– Licensing; 

– Supervision; 

– enforcement; 

– customer complaints (including ombuds);  

– appeal mechanism (tribunal) ; 

– consumer education, etc 
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Process going forward 

• Twin Peaks is the most significant financial sector reform in 25 years (creation 
of Banking Supervision and the Financial Services Board) 

 

• Bill approved by Cabinet in December 2013 for public comment 

 

• Over 300 pages of comments received 

 

• Substantial engagement with many stakeholders  

 

• Second draft of Bill being finalised 

– Expected to be released shortly for further public comment 

 

• Tabling expected in May 2015 
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Thank you  


